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of high sages known as the Sages of the Storm Owl 
Feather.  Unlike all other paladin oaths, Oath of the 
Prism was not created as a “channel” of a divine or holy 
spirit or particular god. The oath somehow mysteriously 
channels magic from what its members perceive as a 
core, underlying idea: that knowledge can provide near 
limitless control of energy. These Paladins do not worship 
a single god, but worship many in addition to worshipping 
strength of the mind in all walks of life. The Oath’s 
mission is to use raw energy to contribute towards and 
protect thought within good-natured existence.

Light, believes Sorean, harbors more energy and power 
than all the magic of the world combined. He is committed 
to finding ways to better understand it, control it and use 
it to his advantage to advance knowledge and guard all 
that is good and just in the world. 

  The Prismatic Guardians

Sorean, along with other powerful paladins from the Storm Owl 

Feather, have created this elite group of Paladin warriors, which 

Sorean trains and commands. They are all sworn to the Oath 

of the Prism. They each wear full platemail and wield metal 

maces, both that have been expertly buffed to a near mirror 

finish.

Sorean is secretly developing a version of the spell, 
Lightning Bolt. It is alleged that he is attempting to infuse 
the spell with the essence of emerald gemstones. However, 
the results of this work are not yet known.  

Sorean greatly admires Storm Giants and good-natured 
Cloud Giants. He detests evil giants having long fought 
against them while adventuring and studying near the 
Icewind Dale. Sorean wields a magical rapier, which 
despite not naming himself, has come to be known as 
“Slayer of Giants.” Someone said Sorean once slew two 
Stone Giants in just seconds of combat wielding both the 
rapier and his spellcraft. 

Unlike most Eladrin, Sorean’s alignment is Neutral Good. 
He devotes himself to upholding his belief that goodness 
must always prevail in any decision.

Sorean is 5’, 10” tall, not unusual for Eladrin. He has gold-
colored eyes and his skin is a pale gold color at his limbs 
and face. His hair is a copper. Sorean is not proficient with 
armor. Thus, he always wears a dense vestcoat over robes, 
both of which are the same dark green color. 

SoreanSorean
Sorean is an Eladrin Sun elf who originates from 
Cormanthor in central Faerün. He is a descendent of a 
family of noble elves most of whom were employed in the 
areas of schooling, literature and dramatic performance 
art. 

Like several of his family members, Sorean would take a 
keen interest in the pursuit of knowledge and he focused 
a great deal of his studies towards understanding the 
various elements of the natural world, particulary those 
of fire, water, weather, rare metals, and gemstones. His 
acute interest in metals and gemstones is not that of 
wealth accumulation. Rather, he sees them as powerful 
elements that are critical to the world both non-magical 
and magical. During his schooling Sorean was nicknamed 
“of the wind”, and as a wizard he would come to learn 
powerful magic that is infused with natural elements. 

Sorean shares his passion for knowledge equally with 
his passion for swordplay, defense and combat. As 
a Bladesinger he has come to wield his rapier with 
incredible melee power.

The Oath of the Prism

Sorean further developed his skills in combat. At the 
unprecedented age of 190 (still young for an Eladrin 
elf), he founded a type of paladin Oath called The Oath 
of the Prism. This oath uses magical powers derived 
from the natural essence of light itself. The magic it 
uses was developed by Sorean along with a small group 
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SoreanSorean
Medium Sun elf (Eladrin)
Armor Class: 15 (Robes)
Hit Points: 124
Speed: 30’, 40’ (special)

Wizard 15  (Bladesinger) 
Fighter 4  (Battle Master)

Saving Throws  INT +11, WIS +7, DEX +5
Skills  history +11, arcana +11,  nature +11, acrobatics +5
Special: fey ancestory, trance
Senses  darkvision 60’, passive perception 17,  
 passive investigation 21
Languages  common, elvish, celestial, giant

S            D            C            I           W         CHA
10(+0)    20(+5)    14(+2)   20(+5)   12(+1)    14(+2)

Dueling: When Sorean is wielding a melee weapon in one hand 
and no other weapons, he gains a +2 bonus to damage rolls 
with that weapon.

Second Wind: Once per short rest, Sorean can use a bonus 
action to regain 1d10 + 4 HP.

Action Surge (1/long rest): Sorean can take one additional 
action on his turn. 

Combat Superiority: Sorean has learned the following Battle 
Master maneuvers that are fueled by 4d8 superiority dice. 
    • Precision Attack, Distracting Strike, Feinting Attack 
 
Arcane Recovery: Once per day when Sorean finishes a short 
rest, he can choose expended spell slots to recover - up to a 
combined level of 8.

Blade Song (6/long rest): As a bonus action, Sorean may  
activate his Bladesong. He gains a +5 bonus to his AC, his 
walking speed increases by 10 ft., he has advantage on  
Acrobatics checks, and he gains a +5 bonus to any CON  
saving throw he makes to maintain concentration on a spell.

Song of Defense: When Sorean takes damage while his 
Bladesong is active, he can use his reaction to expend one 
spell slot and reduce that damage to him by an amount equal 
to five times the spell slot’s level.

Song of Victory: Sorean adds an additional +5 to the damage 
of his rapier attacks while his Bladesong is active.

Eladrin Fey Step (Summer): Sorean knows the spell Misty Step, 
however, once per short rest he can cast it innately without  
using a spell slot. When he does he can make all creatures 
within 5’ of him before he casted it take 2 pts of fire damage.

Sorean’s Rapier: When Sorean hits a giant with this rapier, the 
giant takes an extra 2d6 piercing damage, and must succeed 
on a DC 15 Strength saving throw or fall prone. For the 
purpose of this weapon, “giant” refers to any creature with the 
giant type, including ettins and trolls.

Actions:

Multiattack: Sorean makes two attacks with his rapier with 
Dueling fighting style. (above) 

“Slayer of Giants” +1 Rapier: Magical Melee Weapon Attack: 
+12 to hit, reach 5’, one target. Hit: (1d8 + 8) piercing damage 

Spellcasting: Sorean’s spellcasting ability is Intelligence (spell 
save DC 19, +11 to hit with spell attacks). Sorean has the fol-
lowing wizard spells prepared:

Cantrips (at will): create bonfire, firebolt, green-flame blade,  
mage hand, message, light
1st level (4 slots): absorb elements, mage armor, shield, 
jump, earth tremor, fog cloud, detect magic®, identify®, 
comprehend languages® 
2nd level (3 slots): misty step, knock, ray of enfeeblement
3rd level (3 slots): haste, melf’s minute meteors, lightning bolt
4th level (3 slots): control water, storm sphere, vitrolic sphere
5th level (2 slots): conjure elemental, wall of force
6th level (1 slot): chain lightning, mental prison,  
investiture of the wind
7th level (1 slot): prismatic spray, plane shift
8th level (1 slot): sunburst, control weather



Staff
Rapier
Spellbook
Alchemist’s Fire
Vestcoat
Robes
Boots
Leather Bag
Block of Incense
Bedroll
Owl Feathers
Candle (1)
Mess Kit
Flint/Tinder
Waterskin
Gold Rings (2) 
Ink & Feather Pen
Oil flask
Pan flute
 
Pearls (2)
 
Soothsalts
Empty vials (2)

Background Suggestions

Sage

You were born to seek and consume knowledge, particulary 
that of the arcane, and you are an advanced treacher of these 
things. You are deeply interested in history and artifacts. You 
crave to understand complex things, such as how the “weave” 
is used to infuse the natural elements of the world with magic, 
and how energy is created. You are a master archivist and 
know books and literature as well as you know yourself.

Noble

Your sophistication and status affords you greater engagment 
with high-ranking officials of society. You carry authority in 
matters of discourse with influential people, and with issues of 
social justice. People look to you for answers about complex 
ideas and situations. You are scholarly and are considered one 
with a brilliant mind.

Name Suggestions

Sorean, Arias, Soriah, Thalos, Solkarras, Orilon, Kyriel, 
Angelos, Asingoth, Mooblade, Zylesar, Zylenoor

Build Progession
See stat page for spell suggestions

Level 1: Wizard/Bladesinger
  • Training in War & Song: Rapier
Level 3 : Fighter 1
  • Fighting Style: Dueling
Level 5: Fighter 3
  • Matiral Archtype: Battle Master (Maneuvers: Precision    
    Attack, Distractiing Strike, Feinting Attack)
 • Student of War: Cartographer’s Tools
Level 6: Fighter 4
 • Ability Score Increase: INT, DEX
Level 8:  Wizard 4
 • Ability Score Increase: INT, DEX
Level 12: Wizard 8
 • Ability Score Increase: CON,(either DEX or INT)
Level 16: Wizard 12
 • Ability Score Increase: CON,(either DEX or INT)

Magic Item Suggestions

Staff of Fire 
Slayer of Giants +1 Rapier
Ring of Evasion
Potion of Flying
Potion of Superior Healing (2)

Inventory

Weapon Suggestions

Rapier (our recommendation)
Leverage your high dex score and get that finesse 
working. This character is a literal dancer with the 
blade, making it the best overall choice given its 
features, style and attributes. 

Shadowblade Spell
You might have to confirm this with your DM. If  
taken, it yields high damage output.




